Reliable measurements of interfacial slip by colloid probe atomic force microscopy. I. Mathematical modeling.
We developed a stable spread-sheet algorithm for the calculation of the hydrodynamic forces measured by colloid probe atomic force microscopy to be used in investigations of interfacial slip. The algorithm quantifies the effect on the slip hydrodynamic force for factors commonly encountered in experimental measurements such as nanoparticle contamination, nonconstant drag force due to cantilever bending that varies with different cantilevers, flattening of the microsphere, and calibration at large separations. We found that all of these experimental factors significantly affect the fitted slip length, approximately in the order listed. Our modeling is applied to fit new experimental data reproducibly. Using this new algorithm, it is shown that the fitting of hydrodynamic theories to experimental data is reliable and the fitted slip length is accurate. A "blind test" protocol was developed that produces a reliable estimate of the fitting error in the determination of both the slip length and spring constant. By this blind test, we estimate that our modeling determines the fitted slip length with an average systematic error of 2 nm and the fitted spring constant with a 3% error. Our exact calculation of the drag force may explain previous reports that the fitted slip length depends upon the shape and spring constant of the cantilever used to perform the measurements.